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I. OVERVIEW 
 

The International Citizenship Law Research Group (IC-LAW) was established in 
March 2017 following the awarding of an ERC Starting Grant. The group is split 
between the WZB Berlin Social Science Center and the Robert Schuman Centre for 
Advanced Studies, European University Institute. Currently, the group includes a 
PI, two Ph.D. students, and two postdoctoral researchers; previously, it employed 
three additional postdoctoral researchers and a part-time non-paid affiliated 
research associate. It is a multinational and multidisciplinary team, complemented 
by visiting scholars, who occasionally join for knowledge transfer, and an advisory 
board of ten leading researchers, who assist in guiding the IC-LAW research team. 
 

II. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIONS 
 

The rapid changes in the number, composition, and intensity of global migration, 
coupled with profound changes in Western society, yield one of the greatest 
challenges of the twenty-first century. With 300 million international immigrants, 
admission decisions—whom to admit, according to what criteria, and under which 
selection procedures—have become a controversial issue, politically and morally. 
 

Traditionally, international law has not regulated citizenship policy. The current 
international legal structure includes a symbolic statement of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (1948), that “Everyone has the right to a nationality.” 
It also includes laws protecting refugees (1951) and a general prohibition of racial 
discrimination (1965). But even the European Convention on Nationality (1997) 
contains almost no regulation of citizenship. To date, the topic remains the last 
stronghold of national sovereignty. The continuation of the current state of affairs 
(a) leads to human rights violations; and (b) leaves nation-states with no clear rules 
of how to restrict admission to their citizenry without breaching human rights.  
 

IC-LAW seeks to take international law one step further (see diagram) by setting 
the agenda for a new subfield of international law, called “international citizenship 
law,” that would govern citizenship acquisition and loss. It asks what are/should be 
the international legal standards for acquisition and loss of citizenship? IC-LAW has five 
goals: [1] to investigate the history of citizenship law and what it can teach us about 
21st-century challenges; [2] to identify the most recent international legal 
standards concerning citizenship law; [3] to set out the theoretical foundations and 
the justifications for the establishment of IC-LAW; [4] to analyze the normative and 
structural implications derived from an IC-LAW approach for a future citizenship 
policy; and [5] to explore the interrelationship between IC-LAW, immigration policy, 
and constitutional identity. In essence, the project seeks to formulate legal 
standards by which states can admit immigrants without fundamentally changing 
their cultural heritage and slipping into extreme nationalism. The outcome can 
serve as a basis for future reform in international law, EU law, and national systems.  
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III. SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

Thus far, the group has five major achievements: 
 
Genealogy of citizenship: The group has assembled a team of distinguished scholars, 
mostly historians, to identify historical moments of change (e.g., critical junctures, 
phases, events, cases, texts) that have profoundly shaped the development of the 
boundaries of citizenship (i.e., entry and exit points) and its contemporary 
meanings. 15 turning moments have been identified thus far: (1-2) Urban and 
municipal citizenship in the ancient world: Classical Athens and the Roman 
Empire, (3) Christian legacy and influence; (4) Medieval and early modern 
citizenship in European communes; (5) Feudal citizenship (Calvin’s Case, jus soli, 
and personal allegiance); (6-7) Modern Empires and the colonial world; (8) The 
French Revolution; (9) Constitutionalizing citizenship: The Dred Scott case and the 
U.S. 14th Amendment; (10) Global wars; (11] Gender equality and inclusion; (12) 
Citizenship in the post-colonial states; (13) Internationalization of citizenship law; 
(14) Europeanization of citizenship; (15) The emergence of a “digital citizenship.” 
 
IC-LAW thus provides an overview of the genesis of the institution of citizenship 
in Europe and some of its effects in the world. It shows how different societies 
shaped the institution of citizenship and its boundaries by developing rules and 
practices to include or exclude people. Such a historical exploration can provide 
crucial insights to address major challenges of citizenship in the global present. 
The outcome will be a first-of-its-kind volume. Initial contact has already been 
made with Oxford University Press, and the volume will be sent by the end of 2022.  
 
The future of citizenship: Evidently, one can learn about contemporary citizenship 
challenges by also looking at the future—such as challenges and opportunities 
brought about by emerging technologies. New technologies are changing the 
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conditions under which individuals organize societies and participate in decision-
making. Thus, IC-LAW has established a new project, CitTech, which opens a new 
ground-breaking field, evaluating the changes brought about by new technologies 
to citizenship values and institutions and assessing how they should be governed. 
Research topics included cybernetic, algorithmic, cloud, and genetic citizenship. 
 
Global Compact of Citizenship: On December 19, 2018, the U.N. General Assembly 
endorsed the Global Compact for Migration (GCM). It is the first time that the 
international community has agreed on how to address the global migration 
challenge. The topic of citizenship, however, has been left untouched by the GCM. 
On the basis of the GCM, IC-LAW has conducted several small studies whose 
purpose, eventually, is to become the world’s first Model for a Global Compact on 
Citizenship. For example, empirically, IC-LAW is constructing a global database on 
conditions for citizenship acquisition and loss and indexing different forms of 
discrimination in selected countries; conceptually, IC-LAW is examining citizenship 
narratives on national, subnational, and supranational levels, focusing on the role 
they play in inclusion and exclusion, and demonstrating how they change; and 
normatively, IC-LAW is developing a guiding principle for acquisition and loss of 
citizenship, an updated version of the “genuine link” principle in international law. 
 
IC-LAW has also started to think of a possible EU Citizenship Directive. It hosted a 
symposium on citizenship governance in the EU (“Eurozenship: Pro and Contra,” 
2019). A proposal for a Special Volume (“EU Citizenship—Alternative Futures”) has 
been prepared. It explores six alternative futures for EU Citizenship: autonomous 
Union status, functional citizenship, associative citizenship, earned citizenship, 
and federalization—full or partial. The idea is to focus on Europe as a regional case 
study for the promotion of common European citizenship law and, consequently—
as a later possible development—of a common international legal framework. 
 
Urban citizenship: As urban forms of citizenship are the birthplace of the concept of 
citizenship, it is a central topic for any future development of international 
citizenship law. Consequently, IC-LAW seeks to explore the legal status of cities and 
the meaning and essence of the concept of “urban citizenship.” In late 2018, IC-LAW 
jointly established a “Transnational Network on Cities, Migration, and Citizenship” 
with more than 20 participating institutions (e.g., NYC, Johannesburg, Melbourne, 
Toronto, Istanbul, Nairobi, Dresden, and London). The Network intends to produce 
new knowledge and establish a bridge between academic circles and policymakers. 
 
In November 2019, together with city presentations of Madrid, Amsterdam, and 
Cascais, IC-LAW gathered empirical experiences from cities on digital citizenship 
and discussed normative challenges and opportunities, with a vision of creating a 
new consortium focused on digital citizenship research. Following the outbreak of 
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the Covid-19 pandemic, a Special Volume of Citizenship Studies Journal on “Digital 
Citizenship in the Post-pandemic Urban Realm” has been accepted for publication. 
 
Majorities, minorities, and nationhood: In April 2019, IC-LAW co-hosted a conference 
on majority and minority rights, a topic that is at the core of citizenship tensions. 
IC-LAW seeks to understand intercultural tensions between majority and minority 
groups, the expressions of these tensions, the moral and legal challenges they pose 
to theories of democracy, citizenship and justice, and their normative implications. 
 

Thus far, the research has yielded an edited volume, “Majorities, Minorities, and 
the Future of Nationhood” (Cambridge University Press, to be published in 2022), 
with 12 chapters written by some of the most distinguished scholars in the field 
(e.g., Will Kymlicka, Charles Taylor, Daniel Ziblatt, Maya Tudor, Tariq Modood, Yael 
Tamir, Daniel Weinstock). These days, a DFG research application is prepared to 
extend the research and international collaboration on the topic beyond the West. 
 
 

IV. SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 
 

IC-LAW’s most important results can be grouped into five categories. 

 

1. Academic Publications:  the group has already produced 13 peer-reviewed 
journal articles (e.g., American Journal of International Law, Harvard 
Human Rights Journal, Virginia Journal of Transnational Law, William & 
Mary Bill of Rights Journal, Technology in Society, European Law Journal); 
2 articles in non-peer-reviewed journals; 20 essays (volume chapters, 
short pieces in collections, book reviews); 3 edited volumes (Cambridge, 
Routledge, German Law Journal); and 5 policy papers. IC-LAW also has a 
contract with Cambridge University Press—for a book monograph (“The 
Future of Citizenship: How Technology Shapes Membership and 
Belonging,” 2023)—and a forthcoming Special Issue of Citizenship 
Studies on “Digital Citizenship in the Post-pandemic Urban Realm” 
(2022). Other publications are currently under review or in preparation. 
 

2. Academic activities, IC-LAW organized 21 international conferences, and 
its team provided more than 100 lectures at conferences and workshops 
worldwide. It initiated international cooperation, including a multiple-
year project on “Migration, Citizenship, Democracy” with Harvard (Safra 
Center for Ethics), MPI for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity, 
and The New School (Zolberg Institute for Migration and Mobility); an 
annual junior faculty forum (“WZB-EUI-LSE European Junior Faculty 
Forum for Public Law”), and a new “Transnational Network on Cities, 
Mobility, and Citizenship” (about 20 participating institutions worldwide). 
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3. Knowledge Transfer: IC-LAW has been engaged with knowledge transfer 
since its outset. Two central formats include: (a) online debates—two 
scholars present an opposite view (e.g., for and against) on a pressing 
topic and other scholars are invited to react. Thus far, three such 
debates have been published; (b) clips, podcasts, op-eds, academic 
courses, and social media platforms to disseminate the project findings. 
 

4. Career Development: IC-LAW promotes a career development of its young 
talent: (a) Two postdoctoral researchers have been appointed as professors 
in France (Jules Lepoutre, Università di Corsica) and Switzerland (Jean-
Thomas Arrighi, Université de Neuchâtel). IC-LAW’s research associate 
Primavera de Filippi has been granted an ERC Consolidator Grant (2020-
2025); (b) The Ph.D. students have been admitted as a visiting scholar at 
Columbia Law School (Ashley Mantha-Hollands, 2022) and at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem (Johanna Hase, 2021), and as an internship at 
the European Commission (Johanna Hase, October 2019-February 2020); 
and (3) three IC-LAW members (Wessel Reijers, Emilien Fargues, Ashley 
Mantha-Hollands) have been appointed to the EUI’s Max Weber Program. 
 

5. Engaged Research Team: most important, IC-LAW takes pride in the 
creation of a vibrant team that is committed to each other’s scientific 
goals and ambitions, often through daily interactions. This has made the 
joint research not only professionally productive but also a personal joy. 

 
 

Overview of researchers 
 

Name Position Position since- Until- 

Liav Orgad  Head of IC-LAW March 2017 today 

Johanna Hase  Doctoral student September 2017  today 

Ashley Mantha-Hollands  Doctoral student August 2018 today 

Wessel Reijers  Postdoctoral Researcher  September 2018 Dec. 2021 

Federico Tomasello Postdoctoral Researcher May 2019 today 

Emilien Fargues Postdoctoral Researcher September 2019 August 2021 

Jules Lepoutre Postdoctoral Researcher October 2018 August 2019 

Jean-Thomas Arrighi Postdoctoral Researcher October 2018 Sept. 2019 

Primavera De Filippi Research Associate September 2018 August 2020 

 


